The Broadway in the middle of Times Square filled the empty spot at the end of the year. "2009" in Times Square.

By JONATHAN WEEKS
JOSHUA PHILIPP/THE EPOCH TIMES

NEW YORK—The final digit for the large "2009" signs that will be set up on the New Year's Eve ball arrived in Manhattan Wednesday. The big "9" took a ride on the New York Waterway ferry Wednesday morning. The large "9" will be part of the New Year's Eve ball, which will be dropped into Times Square to signal the new year. The ball, which is covered in a new kind of glass, is ready-in-place numbers. It was set in the Duracell Power Lodge on Tuesday evening. The numbers were attached to a frame with wheels when it arrived at Times Square. The crew rolled it out of the third-floor freight elevator and to the top of the building ready for a half dozen crewmen wrestled it into place, completing the falling New Year's Eve ball.

In the Duracell Power Lodge there are several moon-sized boxes lined up side by side with what look like bicycles attached to the rear of the vehicles. They are actually human-powered battery chargers that will power the huge battery that will keep the "2009" sign's lights burning throughout the night of New Year's Eve.

Members of the public who want to take a turn are welcome to k. Many celebrities have shown up to lend a hand, or more precisely, two legs. Members of the public who want to take a turn are welcome to pedal for the cause along with famous photographers Patrick McMullan.

NYC, Briefly

By CHRISTINE LIN

MTA Cuts Service, Rises Fees

On Tuesday, several plans have been reported to the MTA, including a cut in the "incomplete" sign for the MTA, suggested tackling drivers in the East River City. Commissioner William Thompson proposed a new fare a for a weight-based vehicle registration fee.

Ancestral Assemblage

"The prison system is mixed up and confused," said Rashed. "It's just something we need to change."

Prominent People with Psychiatric Disability re-
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